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Robotech 2009
the first sourcebook on nordic research in mathematics education norway sweden
iceland denmark and contributions from finland provides the first comprehensive and
unified treatment of historical and contemporary research trends in mathematics
education in the nordic world the book is organized in sections co ordinated by
active researchers in mathematics education in norway sweden iceland denmark and
finland the purpose of this sourcebook is to synthesize and survey the established
body of research in these countries with findings that have influenced ongoing
research agendas informed practice framed curricula and policy the sections for each
country also include historical articles in addition to exemplary examples of
recently conducted research oriented towards the future the book will serve as a
standard reference for mathematics education researchers policy makers practitioners
and students both in and outside the nordic countries

Gaia Saga: Magica Universalis 2010-09-01
first published in 1992 this sourcebook is a basic working tool for all those
concerned with children s reading it will help librarians and teachers to select a
comprehensive stock of children s fiction for their institutions the authors in the
sourcebook have been selected on the grounds of importance popularity and current
availability author entries are arranged in alphabetical order and indexes provided
by title series age range and genre each entry consists of some background
information and evaluative comment on style of the book a list of the authors books
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with publisher date and price and literary agent where applicable there is a
suggestion of similar authors sequels related series and reader age range

The First Sourcebook on Nordic Research in Mathematics
Education 2018-12-17
the nazi germany sourcebook is an exciting new collection of documents on the
origins rise course and consequences of national socialism the third reich the
second world war and the holocaust packed full of both official and private papers
from the perspectives of perpetrators and victims these sources offer a revealing
insight into why nazism came into being its extraordinary popularity in the 1930s
how it affected the lives of people and what it means to us today this carefully
edited series of 148 documents drawn from 1850 to 2000 covers the pre history and
aftermath of nazism the ideological roots of nazism and the first world war the
weimar republic the consolidation of nazi power hitler s motives aims and
preparation for war the second world war the holocaust the cold war and recent
historical debates the nazi germany sourcebook focuses on key areas of study helping
students to understand and critically evaluate this extraordinary historical episode

Children's Fiction Sourcebook 2013-04-15
meredith music resource this sourcebook was created to aid directors and teachers in
finding the information they need and expand their general knowledge the resources
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were selected from hundreds of published and on line sources found in journals
magazines music company catalogs and publications numerous websites doctoral
dissertations graduate theses encyclopedias various databases and a great many books
information was also solicited from outstanding college university school wind band
directors and instrumental teachers the information is arranged in four sections
section 1 general resources about music section 2 specific resources section 3 use
of literature section 4 library staffing and management

The Nazi Germany Sourcebook 2014-11-01
a guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies
entertainment general interest education sports recreation fine arts health science
business industry children juvenile how to instruction

Sourcebook for Wind Band and Instrumental Music
1999-10-28
a guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies
entertainment general interest education sports recreation fine arts health science
business industry children juvenile how to instruction
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Video Source Book 2006
tourist guide book

Video Source Book 2003
christianity changed the culture and society of iceland as it also did in other
parts of northern europe during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries one of the
important areas of change involved the introduction of new rules on the legal
requirements for marriage property and virginity examines icelandic law codes
marriage contracts and other documents related to court proceedings based on
extensive source material never researched before this pioneer study explores the
very gradual christianization of marriage in iceland it shows that this process
which lasted for hundreds of years had consequences for family and kinship politics
for inheritance and property transfer and for gender relations as canon law began to
change the old ritual of betrothal the virginal state of the woman entering marriage
gained greater importance at the same time marriage in the late middle ages
continued to include many elements of its older understanding as a contract
concerning property transfer between families a new perception of gender relations
also arose whereby women became partners in the actual contract making the handshake
was now between the husband and wife instead of between the father of the bride and
her future husband the rituals connected to the different bonds gained new meaning
marriage was no longer a financial matter alone but also involved religious beliefs
and a closer union of the spouses
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Kerala Source Book 2010-05-31
the science fiction source book is packed with information about writers novels
short stories magazines and works of criticism

Property and Virginity 1984
the chapter entitled recommended basic repertoire is subdivided by level from high
school through professional and orchestral excerpts in addition to listing 146 works
that every tubist should know includes advice on how to audition

The Science Fiction Source Book 1996
the image of a giant sword melting stands at the structural and thematic heart of
the old english heroic poem beowulf this meticulously researched book investigates
the nature and significance of this golden hilted weapon and its likely relatives
within beowulf and beyond drawing on the fields of old english and old norse
language and literature liturgy archaeology astronomy folklore and comparative
mythology in part i pettit explores the complex of connotations surrounding this
image from icicles to candles and crosses by examining a range of medieval sources
and argues that the giant sword may function as a visual motif in which pre
christian germanic concepts and prominent christian symbols coalesce in part ii
pettit investigates the broader germanic background to this image especially in
relation to the god ing yngvi freyr and explores the capacity of myths to recur and
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endure across time drawing on an eclectic range of narrative and linguistic evidence
from northern european texts and on archaeological discoveries pettit suggests that
the image of the giant sword and the characters and events associated with it may
reflect an elemental struggle between the sun and the moon articulated through an
underlying myth about the theft and repossession of sunlight the waning sword
conversion imagery and celestial myth in beowulf is a welcome contribution to the
overlapping fields of beowulf scholarship old norse icelandic literature and
germanic philology not only does it present a wealth of new readings that shed light
on the craft of the beowulf poet and inform our understanding of the poem s major
episodes and themes it further highlights the merits of adopting an
interdisciplinary approach alongside a comparative vantage point as such the waning
sword will be compelling reading for beowulf scholars and for a wider audience of
medievalists

The Tuba Source Book 2020-01-14
drawing on historical legal literary ethnographic and archaeological evidence this
book offers an interdisciplinary perspective on the use acquisition and perception
of whales in the medieval norse north atlantic world

The Waning Sword: Conversion Imagery and Celestial Myth
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in 'Beowulf' 2008-01-31
from the earliest days of oral history to the present the vampire myth persists
among mankind s deeply rooted fears this encyclopedia with entries ranging from
abchanchu to zmeus includes nearly 600 different species of historical and
mythological vampires fully described and detailed

Monstrous Fishes and the Mead-Dark Sea 2012-06-21
de zweedse august strindberg 1849 1912 wordt gezien als een van de meest belangrijke
toneelschrijvers van rond de eeuwwisseling zijn choquerende theaterstukken had veel
weerklank bij het publiek in die tijd en inspireert tot op de dag van vandaag
toneelschrijvers en publiek strindberg was een onophoudelijke innovator van
verschillende theatervormen een bron van inspiratie voor onder meer eugene o neill
samuel beckett en ingmar bergman en heeft een vruchtbare bodem gelegd voor het
moderne toneel zijn voorwoord voor miss julie en zijn inleiding bij a dream play
zijn alom bekend en vaak herdrukt wat minder bekend is is dat strindberg veel
toneelstukken recenseerde en kritieken schreef over het theater in z n algemeen en
zijn toneelstukken in het bijzonder dit boek bevat de meest belangrijke van zijn
kritieken chronologisch weergegeven en geannoteerd waarvan vele voor het eerst in
het engels
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Encyclopedia of Vampire Mythology 2007
this book breaks new ground in translation theory and practice the central question
is in what ways are translations affected by text types the two main areas of
investigation are a what are the advantages of focusing on text types when trying to
understand the process of translation how do translators tackle different text types
in their daily practice b to what extent and in what areas are text types identical
across languages and cultures what similarities and dissimilarities can be observed
in text types of original and translated texts part i deals with methodological
aspects and offers a typology of translations both as product and as process part ii
is devoted to domain specific texts in a cross cultural perspective while part iii
is concerned with terminology and lexicon as well as the constraints of mode and
medium involving dubbing and subtitling as translation methods sonnets sagas fairy
tales novels and feature films sermons political speeches international treaties
instruction leaflets business letters academic lectures academic articles medical
research articles technical brochures and legal documents are but some of the texts
under investigation in sum this volume provides a theoretical overview of major
problems and possibilities as well as investigations into a variety of text types
with practical suggestions that deserve to be weighted by anyone considering the
relation between text typology and translation the volume is indispensable for the
translator in his her efforts to become a competent text aware professional
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Strindberg on Drama and Theatre 1987
fairy tales are alive with the supernatural elves dwarfs fairies giants and trolls
as well as witches with magic wands and sorcerers who cast spells and enchantments
children into swans examines these motifs in a range of ancient stories moving from
the rich period of nineteenth century fairy tales back as far as the earliest folk
literature of northern europe jan beveridge shows how long these supernatural
features have been a part of storytelling with ancient tales many from celtic and
norse mythology that offer glimpses into a remote era and a pre christian
sensibility the earliest stories often show significant differences from what we
might expect elves mingle with norse gods dwarfs belong to a proud clan of magician
smiths and fairies are shape shifters emerging from the hills and the sea mist in
story traditions with roots in a pre christian imagination an invisible other world
exists alongside our own from the lost cultures of a thousand years ago children
into swans opens the door on some of the most extraordinary worlds ever portrayed in
literature worlds that are both starkly beautiful and full of horrors

ArtsAmerica Fine Art Film & Video Source Book 1997-11-27
traditional storytelling today explores the diversity of contemporary storytelling
traditions and provides a forum for in depth discussion of interesting facets of
comtemporary storytelling never before has such a wealth of information about
storytelling traditions been gathered together storytelling is alive and well
throughout the world as the approximately 100 articles by more than 90 authors make
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clear most of the essays average 2 000 words and discuss a typical storytelling
event give a brief sample text and provide theory from the folklorist a
comprehensive index is provided bibliographies afford the reader easy access to
additional resources

Text Typology and Translation 2014-10-01
the harp is both the oldest and the newest of instruments it has existed in some
form in nearly all cultures since man has made music the contemporary concert
instrument has been known since the mid 19th century this work is a compendium of
the biographies of many notable harpists of the modern era the biographies make
clear how these performers shaped the contrasts in style and technique of harp
playing that have developed over the past 150 years as cultural social and
psychological forces influenced individual performance in addition to the
biographical information the a z entries include critical reviews discographies and
selected bibliographies where possible new material from the former soviet states is
included

Children into Swans 2013-12-16
the world s most comprehensive well documented and well illustrated book on this
subject with extensive subject and geographic index 268 photographs and
illustrations mostly color free of charge in digital pdf format
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Traditional Storytelling Today 1974
environmentalists and the timber industry do not often collaborate but in the years
immediately following gray wolf reintroduction in the interior american west a plan
to reintroduce grizzly bears to the selway bitterroot wilderness of idaho and
montana brought these odd bedfellows together the partnership won praise from
diverse interests across the country and in 2000 the u s fish and wildlife service
approved a plan for reintroduction when the bush administration took office however
it promptly shelved the project in grizzly west michael j dax explores the political
cultural and social forces at work in the west and around the country that gave rise
to this innovative plan but also contributed to its downfall observers at the time
blamed the project s collapse on simple partisan politics but dax reveals how the
american west s changing culture and economy over the second half of the twentieth
century dramatically affected this bold vision he examines the growth of the new
west s political potency while at the same time revealing the ways in which the old
west still holds a significant grip over the region s politics grizzly west explores
the great divide between the old and the new west one that has lasting consequences
for the modern west and for our country s relationship with its wildlife

South Australiana 1995-06-30
this collection of essays draws on writings from mythologists sociologists
philosophers historians and political activists to present perspectives on the
techniques philosophies and theories of political leadership throughout history the
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forty three selections offer a broad range of thought and provide a uniquely
comprehensive reference

Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century Harpists 2021-10-06
sufism is a religion which emphasizes direct knowledge of the divine within each
person and meditation music song and dance are seen as crucial spiritual strides
toward attaining unity with god sufi paths of mysticism and devotion motivated by
islamic ideals are still chosen by men and women in countries from morocco to china
and there are nearly one hundred orders around the world eighty of which are present
and thriving in the united states the chishti sufi order has been the most
widespread and popular of all sufi traditions since the twelfth century sufi martyrs
of love offers a critical perspective on western attitudes towards islam and sufism
clarifying its contemporary importance both in the west and in traditional sufi
homelands finally it provides access to the voices of sufi authorities through the
translation of texts being offered in english for the first time

History of Soybeans and Soyfoods in Indiana (1856-2021)
2015-08
this collection of over 400 biographies of eminent ethnic americans celebrates a
wide array of inspiring individuals and their contributions to u s history the
stories of these 400 eminent ethnic americans are a testimony to the enduring power
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of the american dream these men and women from 90 different ethnic groups certainly
faced unequal access to opportunities yet they all became renowned artists writers
political and religious leaders scientists and athletes kahlil gibran daniel inouye
zbigniew brzezinski thurgood marshall madeleine albright and many others are living
proof that the land of opportunity sometimes lives up to its name alongside these
success stories as historian elliot r barkan notes in his introduction to this
volume there have been many failures and many immigrants who did not stay in the
united states nevertheless the stories of these trailblazers visionaries and
champions portray the breadth of possibilities from organizing a nascent community
to winning the nobel prize they also provide irrefutable evidence that no single
generation and no single cultural heritage can claim credit for what america is

Grizzly West 1986-09-15
this volume presents psychobiographical research in non weird western educated
industrialized rich and democratic contexts and samples focusing on culture
transcultural and transdisciplinary work it creates a platform for researchers
scholars and scientists from diverse backgrounds to put forth new theoretical and
methodological stances in psychobiography thereby making the field more inclusive
diverse and equitable the chapters in this volume investigate the role of context
across the life course of non weird psychological subjects as well as the interplay
between them and their environments across the life span they further elucidate
cognitive affective and behavioural aspects of individuals with non weird
backgrounds the volume provides a broad and at the same time in depth perspective
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into psychobiography beyond the usual contexts and therefore has new and original
learnings to offer across disciplines and cultures it is a breakthrough in terms of
its transcultural and transdisciplinary insights into lives lived in different
contexts in the world every person is in certain respects a like all other persons b
like some other persons c like no other persons this book is a challenging and
fascinating exploration of extending psychobiography beyond its origins in europe
and america to women and men of different races and social and economic classes from
africa asia and around the world at its best psychobiography can increase people s
awareness of their own subjective experience and that of others contributing to
movements for social cultural and political change william mckinley runyan professor
emeritus professor of the graduate school school of social welfare u of california
berkeley beyond weird is beyond needed the book triumphantly fills the gap created
by a dearth of studies of people other than western educated european and american
men james william anderson phd professor of clinical psychiatry and behavioral
sciences northwestern university chicago

Political Leadership 2016-04-30
czech it out czech american biography sourcebook provides a wealth of information on
a variety of sources relating to biographical information on notable americans with
czech roots besides the national figures also included are information sources on
significant individuals at the state regional and local levels beyond that we saw it
fit to also incorporate ethnic information sources which frequently contain a wealth
of information on pioneer settlers and individuals active at the community level
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having in mind the interests of genealogists in individual families and their
descendents a listing has also been provided on family histories and genealogies
even though czechs have been living in the us practically since colonial times no
composite biographical dictionary exists about the accomplished czech americans
biographical information about them is scattered in a plethora of sources which are
difficult to find and some are not readily accessible the present author who
literally devoted several decades of his life to the study of czech american history
has canvassed hundreds of sources at national and local levels to identify not only
notable individuals but also pioneer settlers who played a significant role in the
growth and development of the us this publication should fill a great void in
literature until a comprehensive biographical compendium about czech americans has
been written

Sufi Martyrs of Love 2001-05-01
the world s most comprehensive well documented and well illustrated book on this
subject with extensive subject and geographical index 318 photographs and
illustrations many in color free of charge in digital pdf format on google books

Making It in America 2023-05-27
this fully updated second edition is a selective annotated bibliography of all
relevant published resources relating to church and worship music in the united
states over the past decade there has been a growth of literature covering
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everything from traditional subject matter such as the organ works of j s bach to
newer areas of inquiry including folk hymnology women and african american composers
music as a spiritual healer to the music of mormon shaker moravian and other smaller
sects with multiple indices this book will serve as an excellent tool for librarians
researchers and scholars sorting through the massive amount of material in the field

Beyond WEIRD: Psychobiography in Times of Transcultural
and Transdisciplinary Perspectives 2015-07-23
pain torment and torture cruelty brutality and violence the twisted psyches murder
and yes even the ability to charm people take a deep dive into the terrifyingly real
serial murderers spree killers and true faces of evil they prey on the innocent with
a malicious desire to inflict damage and harm they hunt and stalk misfortunate
victims in the dark in broad daylight in quiet neighborhoods and in the local woods
their bloodthirst isn t satisfied after their first kill or their second or third
serial killers the minds methods and mayhem of history s most notorious murderers
delves into the global phenomenon of serial and spree murderers this chilling book
looks at the horrifying stories of forty malevolent killers and hundreds of innocent
victims including such notorious homicidal maniacs as john wayne gacy ted bundy and
jeffery dahmer but it also looks at lesser known and overlooked murderers like
herbert baumeister america s i 70 strangler japan s anime killer tsutomu miyazaki
russia s rostov ripper andrei chikatilo the giggling granny nannie doss and many
more it journeys to 16th century scotland to meet a clan of cannibals whose
existence is still debated by historians today and to the fog shrouded alleys of
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whitechapel london where jack the ripper earned his grisly namesake along the way we
ll meet the dating game killer the milwaukee cannibal the acid bath murderer and
other monsters serial killers also asks the questions what makes a seemingly
ordinary person stalk torture and murder their fellow human beings are serial
killers born or made what is the difference between a serial killer and a spree
killer what were the identities of jack the ripper and the zodiac killer was albert
desalvo really the boston strangler is it possible that you could know a serial
killer caution is advised before entering the alarming world of twisted psychos and
sociopaths with more than 120 photos and graphics this fright filled tome is richly
illustrated its helpful bibliography and extensive index add to its usefulness

Czech It Out 2012-12
during the 1970s american foreign policy faced a predicament of clashing imperatives
us decision makers already struggling to maintain stability and devise strategic
frameworks to guide the exercise of american power during the cold war found
themselves hampered by the emergence of dilemmas that would come to a head in the
post cold war era their choices proved to be of enormous consequence for the
development of american foreign policy in the final decades of the twentieth century
and beyond in a superpower transformed daniel j sargent chronicles how policymakers
across three administrations worked to manage complex international changes in a
tumultuous era drawing on many newly released archival documents and interviews with
key figures including president jimmy carter and dr zbigniew brzezinski sargent
explores the collision of geopolitics and globalization that defined the decade from
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the nixon administration s efforts to stabilize a faltering pax americana to henry
kissinger s attempts to devise new strategies to manage or mitigate the consequences
of economic globalization after the oil crisis of 1973 74 to the carter
administration s embrace of human rights promotion as a central task for foreign
policy sargent explores the challenges that afflicted us policymakers in the 1970s
offering new insights into the complexities that emerged as the new forces of
globalization and human rights transformed the united states as a superpower a
sweeping reinterpretation of a pivotal era a superpower transformed is a must read
for anyone interested in u s foreign relations american politics globalization
economic policy human rights and contemporary american history

History of Soynuts, Soynut Butter, Japanese-Style
Roasted Soybeans (Irimame) and Setsubun (with Mamemaki)
(1068-2012) 2020-07-10
the world s most comprehensive well documented and well illustrated book on this
subject with extensive subject and geographic index 162 photographs and
illustrations including many early seed catalog covers free of charge in digital pdf
format
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History of Soybean Cultivation (270 BCE to 2020)
2016-08-12
450 poems prayers hymns and blessings this treasury of beautiful and powerful pieces
is the perfect companion for marking holidays milestones and the seasons you ll
discover prayers to janus from horace and ovid a traditional scottish blessing for
imbolc an invocation to pan by aleister crowley an ode to proserpine by mary shelley
a pharaoh s hymn to isis a song for lammas by gwydion pendderwen and many many more
a tribute to the beauty and resiliency of paganism this sourcebook will enhance any
special day throughout the year enjoy prayers for weddings and funerals blessings
for the sabbats and hymns to the gods and goddesses of various pantheons barbara
nolan includes brief historical or biographical details to contextualize each piece
as well as descriptions of different celebrations and festivals to help you
integrate these readings into your practice a year of pagan prayer demonstrates that
the literary worship of pagan deities was never fully lost in the west this
bounteous collection draws from the spiritual legacy of italian renaissance poets
ancient sumerian priestesses twentieth century pagans french romantics greek
playwrights nineteenth century british occultists and egyptian hymnists making it a
must have resource for anyone who yearns to embody the eloquent expressions of our
pagan past
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Church and Worship Music in the United States 1938
offers information on finding female ancestors in each state highlighting those laws
both federal and state that indicate when a woman could own real estate in her own
name devise a will and enter into contracts in addition entries contain information
on marriage and divorce law immigration citizenship passports suffrage and slave
manumission material is included on african american native american and asian
american women as well as patterns of european immigration period covered is from
the 1600s to the outbreak of wwii annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland
or

Catalog of Copyright Entries. New Series 2021-04-01
complete with introductions full commentary glossary and a guide to further reading
medieval worlds is a comprehensive sourcebook for the study of western europe from
the fifth to the fifteenth century drawing on a wide range of documents from
chronicles legal state and church documents to biographies poems and letters from
all over europe the authors expertly illustrate to the reader the unity and
complexity of the medieval world amongst many more central issues discussed include
the diverse world of monasteries the papacy the crusades women the roles of the town
and countryside medieval worlds presents the reader with a view of the medieval era
as it was one of immense diversity with openness to new ideas and outreach in areas
from technology to natural philosophy
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Serial Killers 2015

A Superpower Transformed 2020-10-18

History of Soybean Seedsmen and Seed Companies Worldwide
(1854-2020) 2021-10-08

A Year of Pagan Prayer 2009

History of Soybeans and Soyfoods in South America
(1884-2009): Extensively Annotated Bibliography and
Sourcebook 1999

The Hidden Half of the Family 2013-06-17
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Medieval Worlds
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